A recent field campaign in southwest England used numerical modeling integrated with aircraft and radar observations to investigate the dynamic and microphysical interactions that can result in heavy convective precipitation.

One of the many challenges of improving quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) for summertime convection is achieving a better understanding of cloud microphysics, turbulent entrainment, and boundary layer processes (Fritsch and Carbone 2004). The urgency of this challenge has not been reduced by the increased use of ensembles and convective-permitting ensemble forecast systems in probabilistic forecasting of convection; their improvement also depends upon an enhanced understanding of physical processes applied to the constituent deterministic models (Fritsch and Carbone 2004).

Flash flooding is an issue worldwide: some of the world’s most destructive flash floods occur in the Indian monsoon. For example, severe flooding occurred in Ladakh, India, on 6 August 2010 as a result of extremely heavy rain believed to have peaked at about 150 mm h⁻¹ (e.g., Kumar et al. 2014). There are, however, many examples of flash floods at midlatitudes as well. Some in the United States include Jamestown, Pennsylvania, in 1889 and 1977; Big Thompson, Colorado, in 1976; Rapid City, South Dakota, in 1972; Ft. Collins, Colorado, in 1997; and in Boulder, Colorado, in 2013. The important elements for flash flooding include intensity, duration, and location of the rainfall. On 16 August 2004 high humidity in the troposphere, combined with a stationary convergence line, led to the development of deep convective clouds that produced intense rain over a period of about 4 h, with up to 183 mm of precipitation recorded over a 5-h period, resulting in flash flooding in the village of Boscastle in southwest England (Golding et al. 2005).
Warm rain, precipitation produced solely through condensation and accretion of liquid, is known to be important in the tropics (e.g., Rogers 1967; Houze 1977). However, the warm rain process may also play a critical role in heavy convective precipitation events in midlatitudes as well; many of the flash floods cited above are examples (Caracena et al. 1979; Petersen et al. 1999; Pontrelli et al. 1999; Golding et al. 2005; etc.). Heavy rain produced exclusively through warm processes was observed in the southwest of England during the field campaign discussed in this paper.

Supercooled raindrops originating from the warm rain process have long been known to play a role in the precipitation process in convective clouds (e.g., Koenig 1963; Jameson et al. 1996; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008). Upon freezing, these drops are converted to graupel via riming and can lead to the formation of secondary ice splinters, thereby accelerating ice production in the cloud. Details are not known of the rate of production of embryos—cloud droplets >20-μm diameter that can grow by accretion—leading to an effective warm rain process, the nucleation of ice particles, and the rate of production of secondary ice particles by the Hallett–Mossop process. Furthermore, the interaction between microphysics and dynamics and the details of how certain processes operate remain uncertain.

Recent major developments in operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) models include the use of high-resolution convective-scale models, such as the 1.5-km Unified Model (UM) used by the Met Office (UKMO) and the 3-km High-Resolution Rapid Refresh model used by the U.S. National Weather Service. Such models aim to deliver improved forecasts of convection and are much more realistic and skillful than coarser-resolution models (e.g., Roberts and Lean 2008). However, deterministic forecasts of convective systems are limited, and probabilistic convection-permitting ensemble forecasts are becoming possible and more reliable (e.g., Clark et al. 2009; Dey et al. 2014). Both cloud-permitting deterministic and probabilistic models would benefit from improved knowledge and representation of key microphysical processes and their rates (Duda et al. 2014).

Recently, three related projects designed to investigate convective initiation were conducted: the International H₂O Project (IHOP_2002) in the Great Plains of the United States (Weckwerth et al. 2004), the Convective Storm Initiation Project (CSIP) in the maritime conditions of southern England (Browning et al. 2007), and the Convective and Orographically-Induced Precipitation Study (COPS) in the Black Forest mountains in southwest (SW) Germany and Vosges mountains in southeast France (Wulfmeyer et al. 2011). Significant progress was made in each in terms of understanding some of the phenomena responsible for the initiation and development of convective clouds. The Convective Precipitation Experiment (COPE), in contrast to these projects, investigated the entire life cycle of convection, emphasizing the interaction of dynamics and microphysics using a combination of in situ and radar measurements together with high-resolution model studies.

COPE was designed to study the complete storm evolution, including the details of convergence lines, storm growth and persistence, and the microphysics
of cloud and precipitation over the southwestern peninsula of the United Kingdom. COPE, with its emphasis on the comparison of observations with high-resolution numerical simulations, complements results from the recent Dynamical and Microphysical Evolution of Convective Storms (DYM ECS) experiment, which also took place over the southwestern United Kingdom but used a statistical approach, comparing radar data from 40 days of convective storms to simulated storm structures at horizontal grid spacing ranging from 1.5 km to 100 m (Stein et al. 2015).

Key advantages of the COPE study area include its small geographical domain and the frequency of clouds forming along convergence lines (e.g., Morcrette et al. 2007; Lean et al. 2009) as can be seen in Fig. 1. Thus, a single location (Davidstow) could be used for major ground-based instruments including the National Centre for Atmospheric Science (NCAS) X-band radar, the NCAS 1290-MHz wind profiler, and a suite of aerosol measurements. Aircraft could avoid draw-out excursions to sample clouds, and cells at various stages in their life cycle could be sampled by flying along these lines. In southwest England, the shape of the peninsula encourages the formation of convergence lines in the prevailing southwesterly winds, resulting in one or more lines of cumulus congestus. Warren et al. (2014) found that the most likely cause of lines in this area is the merging of sea-breeze fronts formed from differential heating.

COPE incorporated both field observations and a hybrid set of numerical models run at different scales throughout the field experiment in order to i) determine the dominant cloud physical processes in convective rainfall and evaluate the rates of these processes, especially the initiation stages of warm rain and ice processes through intense rainfall, and the interactions between microphysics and dynamics, notably the influence of entrainment and mixing, and the production of downdrafts; ii) understand and evaluate boundary layer processes that lead to the development and persistence of convective clouds; iii) assess and improve the performance of multiple U.K. NWP models in predicting convective clouds and rainfall; and iv) determine and address the dominant sources of uncertainty in the prediction of convective rainfall.

**FIELD CAMPAIGN.** The COPE field campaign took place during July and August 2013. Most deep convection occurred during a period in late July through early August. Observations were made using three aircraft, ground-based and airborne radars and lidars, aerosol instrumentation, and multiple atmospheric sounding systems. An extensive description of the instruments deployed during COPE is provided in the accompanying electronic supplement (http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-14-00157.2). A total of 17 intensive observation periods (IOPs) were conducted (Table 1). Of those, roughly one-third included deep convective clouds, with the rest focused on shallower convection with tops below, or not much higher than, 0°C. Clouds outside the COPE domain were also sampled during two IOPs while a further two IOPs collected data to study convergence in the boundary layer.

To aid in daily planning, deterministic forecasts were provided from the Met Office standard operational global and regional models. The global model was run every 6 h with forecasts out to 7 days. The variable-resolution Unified Model for the U.K. region (UKV; Tang et al. 2013) represents convection explicitly and was run eight times a day on a 3-h assimilation cycle out to 36 h to provide U.K.-specific forecasts of convective activity. A third U.K. fixed-resolution convection-allowing model [United Model—Extended (UKX)] downscaled from the global model, run out to 5 days, gave insight into continuity between the global and UKV models. An analogous ensemble forecast system, the Met Office Global and Regional Ensemble Prediction System (MOGREPS), consisted of a global ensemble (MOGREPS-G) with the 12-member, 2.2-km U.K. domain (MOGREPS-UK) convection-permitting ensemble nested within it (Golding et al. 2014).

Output from the global model and MOGREPS-G were used to assess convective potential at time
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>NCAS radar/wind profiler&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>King Air</th>
<th>BAe 146</th>
<th>MOCCA</th>
<th>COPE sondes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Jul</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Calibration flights and frictional convergence measurements</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Jul</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Sea-breeze front, convergence line evolution (boundary layer study)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Jul</td>
<td>NW Wales</td>
<td>Aerosol layers on lidar; shallow convection reaching 0°C</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Jul</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Deep convective storms</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Jul</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Heavy rainfall from MCS</td>
<td></td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Jul</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Convection along convergence line; warm rain only</td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Jul</td>
<td>Tip of SW England</td>
<td>Small cells aside of MCS in France</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 Jul</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Deep convection, multiple spatial organizations</td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Jul</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Organized convective line</td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Aug</td>
<td>N Cornwall</td>
<td>Deep convective cells with heavy rain</td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Aug</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Persistent line; deep cells and heavy rain</td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Aug</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Deep convection along line with localized very heavy rain</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Aug</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Warm cumuli embedded in stratiform layer</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Aug</td>
<td>NW Wales</td>
<td>Warm clouds and little rain</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Aug</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Warm rain study in cloud complexes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Aug</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Line of convection in SW flow; largely dissipated prior to flight</td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Aug</td>
<td>SW England</td>
<td>Flights before and after frontal passage; warm elevated convection before; shallow clouds with ice after</td>
<td>X&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Also includes ground-based aerosol measurements and ground-based lidar.

<sup>b</sup> Chilbolton radar also recorded data.
scales beyond a few days. The UKX provided convective-scale guidance for 2–5 days, whereas the UKV was most useful for day-of operations and next-day planning. Key products produced by the U.K. models included soundings at selected locations and time–height plots of thermodynamic fields to evaluate the evolution of the vertical structure of the atmosphere prior to and during convection. UKV plan-view maps provided estimates of rainfall, cloud, and low-level convergence important for flight planning.

Operations for COPE were focused over the west-central region of the southwestern peninsula of the United Kingdom, centered on Davidstow (see Fig. 2). General atmospheric thermodynamic and dynamic structures were provided by rawinsondes launched from Davidstow at 1–2-h intervals during IOPs and a collocated 1290-MHz radar wind profiler. These measurements were augmented by Met Office soundings from Camborne and Larkhill released every 12 h throughout the campaign and at frequencies up to 1 h⁻¹ during IOPs. Ground-based aerosol observations at Davidstow included size-resolved concentration and aerosol composition and optical properties.

Measurements from the dual-polarization NCAS X-band radar at Davidstow provided spatial context, information about the temporal evolution of convective cells, and an estimation of the precipitation rate near the surface. The X-band radar completed a volume scan approximately every 5 min, providing measures of reflectivity, Doppler velocity, differential reflectivity (Z_{Dg}), specific differential phase (K_{dp}), and correlation coefficient (ρ_{hv}). The S-band ground-based radar at Chilbolton collected data during several IOPs and the U.K. network radar at Cobbacombe Cross was operated throughout the campaign, both providing additional measurements for larger storm systems and storms in the far eastern portion of the COPE domain.

During operations, coordination between the aircraft and observing facilities on the ground was critical to focus sampling on clouds within the same region using real-time radar measurements from the NCAS X-band radar to identify regions of interest. Airborne sampling during the early stages of IOPs focused on the prestorm environment. Measurements from the Met Office Civil Contingency Aircraft (MOCCA) and the U.K. Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements (FAAM) BAe 146...
provided detailed information on aerosol, winds, and thermodynamics in the preconvective boundary layer. As part of the prestorm sampling, the BAe 146 flew two legs, one along and another across the peninsula, timed such that the end of the legs coincided with the forecast initiation of deeper convection and the arrival of the University of Wyoming King Air (UWKA).

Together, the BAe 146 (Petersen and Renfrew 2009; Allen et al. 2011; Cotton et al. 2013) and the UWKA (Rodi 2011) focused on sampling clouds in the same region. For missions where both aircraft were available, the BAe 146 initially made penetrations at cloud base and the UWKA penetrated clouds as their tops ascended through the 0°C level. As the clouds grew deeper, both aircraft stepped higher, with the UWKA remaining above the BAe 146. In all cases, the aircraft focused penetrations near the tops of growing turrets as they ascended through flight level. Instruments on both the BAe 146 and the UWKA provided measurements of cloud dynamical and microphysical parameters and thermodynamic variables. Multiple instruments provided independent estimates of liquid water content (LWC) at scales down to tens of meters. Particle size distributions were measured for particles ranging from a few micrometers to several millimeters in diameter. On the BAe 146, probes with overlapping size ranges allowed direct comparison between concentrations measured by the different probes. Shape-based particle phase determination was applied to optical array probe (OAP) measurements from both aircraft.

Airborne radar observations made with the Wyoming Cloud Radar (WCR), a 95-GHz dual-channel Doppler radar on board the UWKA, provided high-resolution context for the clouds being sampled. The WCR measured profiles of reflectivity and Doppler velocity in a near-vertical curtain defined by the UWKA aircraft track at resolutions of tens of meters. The WCR signal is attenuated by cloud water and even more strongly by raindrops. The strong attenuation in high rainwater conditions limits the penetration depth of the signal into cloud but also provides a robust indicator of a vigorous warm rain process (e.g., Lhermitte 1990). This has proven useful for interpreting detailed measurements from the in situ microphysics probes on both aircraft.

Observations from the airborne Wyoming Cloud Lidar (WCL; Wang et al. 2012) provided accurate determination of cloud-top heights and eddy characteristics for flight legs above cloud top. The WCL is a downward-looking 355-nm elastic backscatter lidar with a resolution of a few meters in the vertical. In addition to measuring cloud-top height, the WCL can also detect the top of the boundary layer and the presence of the interaction of the growing cloud with its environment. Particularly noteworthy is how the layers are drawn significantly downward (by about 500 m) on the downshear side of the cloud with the disturbance extending well above cloud top and nearly half the diameter of the cloud downshear of the turret.

AEROSOL LAYERS OVER CONVECTIVE CLOUDS ON 10 JULY

Aerosol layers overlying a field of growing cumulus sampled over Wales on 10 July 2013 evident in the WCL attenuated backscatter (uncalibrated). Back trajectories computed using Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model (HYSPLIT) suggest a probable origin for the layers 7 days earlier over northern Africa interspersed with trajectories originating over the North Atlantic giving rise to the finescale layering evident in Fig. SBI. The image shows a transect of about 10 km nearly aligned with the shear. The layers, assumed to be nearly horizontal prior to being displaced by the growing cumulus, provide a dramatic visualization of the interaction of the growing cloud with its environment. Particularly noteworthy is how the layers are drawn significantly downward (by about 500 m) on the downshear side of the cloud with the disturbance extending well above cloud top and nearly half the diameter of the cloud downshear of the turret.

Fig. SBI. Attenuated backscatter from the downward-looking WCL (uncalibrated) showing fine aerosol layers displaced by convection growing into the layer.
Aerosol composition measured during below-cloud aerosol runs over Cornwall on 3 August are shown in Fig. SB2. Back trajectories on this day showed the air mass had been over the Atlantic for at least 5 days before moving over the peninsula from the southwest. Sulfate and organic aerosol (OA) were present in similar concentrations inland and off the coast, suggesting they were of marine origin, though the sulfate was in the form of sulfuric acid over the sea and ammonium sulfate inland. The low black carbon (BC) content over land suggests any local fossil fuel emissions can only have had a minor effect; the main anthropogenic influence was the addition of ammonium to neutralize the sulfuric acid. The main source of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) in this case study appears to be marine sulfate, likely formed by oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (DMS). The majority of supermicron aerosol mass collected on filters was chloride compounds (i.e., sea salt) and around 20% was silicates, which may be a source of ice nuclei.

**COPE HIGHLIGHTS.** *The preconvective environment.* Characteristics of the preconvective environment, including the formation and configuration of convergence lines, boundary layer depth, and aerosol concentration, influence the timing and location of convective initiation, the subsequent evolution of convection, and the eventual distribution of precipitation. High-resolution modeling was used to explore the sensitivity of the strength and structure of the convergence lines to model resolution. The numerical simulations were supplemented by observations from the aircraft, NCAS radar, and wind profiler.

The 1.5-km UKV model that was used for routine forecasting in COPE is one of a new generation of kilometer-scale convection-permitting models where the convection is represented explicitly rather than by a convection parameterization (Clark et al. 2016). The representation of convection in the model as a function of decreasing grid spacing down to around 100 m is a subject of research. For the Met Office UM, this work was started as part of the DYMECS project.
Fig. 3. Vertical velocity at 450 m in models at resolutions ranging from (top left, UKV) 1.5 km down to (bottom right) 100 m at 1315 UTC 5 Jul 2013. (top left) Note smaller velocity scale for UKV. White areas indicate where the terrain height exceeds the 450-m level shown. Line A–B in (top left) indicates location of cross section shown in Fig. 4.
COPE allows detailed analysis of well-observed cases of a different nature. After the end of the field phase of the project all the IOPs were rerun with a nested set of UM configurations consisting of a 500-, 200-, and 100-m model nested within the 1.5-km-resolution UKV. This was done in order to provide baseline results to serve as a basis for future more detailed work on different cases. The model configurations used were as in the DYMECTS project (Hanley et al. 2015)—the main significant change in the 500-m and finer models being the use of a 3D Smagorinsky mixing scheme, rather than a 2D Smagorinsky horizontal scheme and a separate boundary layer scheme in the vertical. The main change observed when decreasing the grid spacing from 1.5 km to 100 m is that the highest-resolution models (200 and 100 m in this case) start to resolve turbulent motions in the boundary layer. This can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows the modification of the structure and enhancement in the strength of the convergence lines with decreasing grid spacing. Figure 4 shows the comparison between modeled vertical velocities and those measured by the Bae 146. The 1.5-km model crudely represents the main convergence line, whereas the 100-m model, qualitatively, looks much more like the observational data with numerous positive and negative spikes in vertical velocity as a result of boundary layer overturning.

Figure 5 shows parts of the convergence line on 5 July 2013 observed by the NCAS radar. The line is clearly visible in the radar reflectivity plot extending from south of the radar at 20-km range to east of the radar at 10-km range. It is less distinct, but nevertheless apparent in the Doppler velocity plot as a region of convergence about 10-km range from the radar from the south to the east. Air was moving toward the radar at 3–6 m s^{-1} within 10 km west to northwest (NW) of the radar and away from the radar within 10 km south to the east. The velocity changes to 0–2 m s^{-1} toward the radar at a range of 10 km. It is likely that the higher reflectivity at the location of the convergence line is due to the accumulation of insects in that region (e.g., Wilson et al. 1994).

**OVERVIEW OF CONVECTIVE CLOUD CASES.** Six cases of deep convection occurred during the COPE field campaign: 18, 28, and 29 July and 2, 3, and 5 August (Table 1). Four of those six included observations from both cloud physics aircraft and the NCAS radar; one included observations from the MOCCA. An additional five cases focused on warm clouds that were capped at or near the 0°C level, one of which included measurements from both aircraft. Two others were located outside of the main COPE study region and therefore lack ground-based radar measurements. An additional two IOPs focused on nocturnal mesoscale convective complexes (MCCs) and involved radar observations only.

Figure 6 shows two of the soundings from COPE IOPs, illustrating the range of environments sampled during the project. On 15 August (black lines), a region of elevated subsidence created significant drying and a strong cap that inhibited any deep convection, although the moist and convectively unstable atmosphere below this was conducive to widespread shallow convection. In contrast, 29 July (red lines) was considerably cooler, somewhat dryer in low levels, and lacked a strong lid allowing cloud tops to reach...
Fig. 4. Vertical velocity on aircraft transect across convergence line comparing observations with (top) UKV (1.5-km resolution) and (bottom) 100-m model. Location of transect corresponds to line A–B in (top left) of Fig. 3.
approximately −25°C. The convection on this day was less widespread but significantly deeper. Despite the different environments, and therefore vastly different contributions from warm rain versus ice processes, heavy rain was produced in both cases.

A wide range of microphysical conditions were sampled during COPE, as illustrated in Fig. 7. At times, a stable layer near the 0°C level (Fig. 6) limited vertical development of the cumuli. Warm rain formation on some days, such as 10 July, was likely limited by high aerosol concentrations resulting in cloud droplet concentrations in excess of 1,800 cm⁻³. Only a few small raindrops were measured in these clouds. Other cases with lower droplet number concentrations were observed to have a vigorous warm rain process, such as on 15 August, where radar echoes greater than 50 dBZ were produced by clouds with tops that only extended to −3°C.

There was also substantial variability in the deeper clouds as indicated in Fig. 7: some clouds contained limited amounts of ice and graupel, seemingly dominated by the warm rain process at least through the −10° to −12°C level. On 2 August, for instance, there were strong updrafts and high liquid water contents and relatively low concentrations of particles with diameters greater than 100 μm (generally <20 L⁻¹), most of which were liquid or lightly rimed graupel (circular images). There were relatively few (<10%) columns. On the other hand, in cases such as 29 July, with similar cloud-base droplet concentrations and liquid water contents, but weaker updrafts, there was more graupel, ice, and evidence of an active Hallett–Mossop process, as indicated by a large number of columns (>90%) observed at temperatures greater than −10°C. Particles with diameters greater than 100 μm often occurred in concentrations of at least 100 L⁻¹ with a greater percentage of irregular particles (typically heavily rimed graupel) and up to 40% columnar-type crystals.

The ratios of observed LWCs to adiabatic values \( \frac{L_{\text{obs}}}{L_{\text{ad}}} \) measured during COPE tended to be largest on days with the highest droplet concentrations, in excess of 1,000 cm⁻³. On these days, observations of updraft cores

---

**Fig. 5.** NCAS (left) radar reflectivity and (right) radial Doppler velocity plan position indicator (PPI) at 1.5° elevation made at 1301 UTC 5 Jul 2013. The clear-air radar echoes are from insects in the boundary layer. The reflectivity and Doppler velocity scales are shown on the right of the respective diagrams, varying from −20 to +20 dBZ and −10 to +10 m s⁻¹, respectively. A region of convergence can be seen in the radial velocity plot at the boundary between the area of red and green at about 10-km range (approximately 250-m altitude).

**Fig. 6.** Radiosonde data from the Cardington mobile sounding unit plotted on a skew T–logp diagram for 1300 UTC 29 Jul (red), where clouds grew substantially above the 0°C level, and 1200 UTC 15 Aug (black), where a strong stable layer limited cloud tops to near the 0°C level. Zero degree isotherm highlighted for clarity.
100 m and wider contained mean LWCs in excess of 75% adiabatic values at 2.5–3.0 km above cloud base. Conversely, on days with significantly lower droplet concentrations, the ratios $L_{\text{obs}}/L_{\text{ad}}$ generally were less. These days also showed a greater propensity to produce precipitation at levels 2–3 km above cloud base. So, the reduced LWCs on these days likely resulted from scavenging of cloud water by larger hydrometeors. Clouds on the high droplet concentration days were devoid of such scavenging and the observations clearly suggest the presence of cores reasonably well protected from entrainment and evaporation; however, little can be said at this time regarding the low droplet concentration days owing to the presumed reduction in LWC by precipitation scavenging.

**THE IMPORTANCE OF THE WARM RAIN PROCESS.** In a region notorious for persistent drizzle, one surprising result from COPE was the observation of heavy precipitation from the warm rain process alone. Radar reflectivity frequently in excess of 50 dBZ and occasionally exceeding 55 dBZ, sometimes accompanied by $Z_{\text{DR}}$ up to 4 dB, was observed in clouds with tops constrained by a stable layer near the 0°C level resulting in a cloud depth of less than 2.5 km. Three such cases were sampled during COPE: 25 July and 14 and 15 August. The first is shown in Fig. 8. Comparable radar echoes (occasionally in excess of 60 dBZ) have been reported in Hawaiian rainbands (Szumowski et al. 1997, 1998) from similarly shallow clouds but with warmer cloud-base temperatures and lower droplet concentrations (around 20°C and 100 cm$^{-3}$ or less, respectively) compared to those observed during COPE (around 14°C, and often in excess of 400 cm$^{-3}$, respectively). Further investigation into how cloud dynamics may help overcome conditions that appear significantly less favorable for warm rain production is underway.
Fig. 8. Vertical cross section through the 1323 UTC NCAS radar volume scan on 25 Jul 2013. Bold line labeled “CB” denotes cloud-base height estimated from aircraft; dashed lines denote environmental isotherms as labeled. Cloud-base droplet number concentrations were in excess of 400 cm\(^{-3}\).

**POTENTIAL FLASH FLOOD CASE: 3 AUGUST 2013.** Most of the ingredients needed to produce flash flooding, with the notable exception of heavy precipitation being concentrated within a suitable catchment, came together on 3 August 2013. Convergence lines triggered deep convection resulting in intense rainfall. Radar reflectivity in excess of 50 dBZ, reaching a maximum of nearly 60 dBZ, indicative of rainfall rates from about 50 mm h\(^{-1}\) to significantly in excess of 100 mm h\(^{-1}\), was observed.\(^1\)

UKV forecasts for 3 August predicted deep convection starting as early as 1200 UTC with well-defined convective lines along the spine of the peninsula by 1400 UTC. Based on these forecasts the BAe 146 took off at 1115 UTC followed by the UWKA at 1130. The BAe 146 sampled the boundary layer for 45 min while the UWKA sampled the first development of convection far to the southwest. By 1200 UTC, both aircraft were sampling convective clouds developing along a line that extended south of the NCAS radar.

A pair of stationary lines formed on 3 August with the more southerly of these lines eventually becoming dominant. Figure 9 shows a sequence of constant-altitude plan position indicators (CAPPIs) from the NCAS radar for the period when rainfall was most intense. The plots for each approximately 5-min scan are displaced in order to show the changes in the characteristics of the convective line. There was significant temporal and spatial variability in the reflectivity as cells within the line formed and decayed over a period of about 30 min. Clouds were closely packed along the line as evident in Fig. 10. Reflectivity exceeding 50 dBZ was associated with some clouds whose tops remained below the 0°C level. There was evidence of multiple thermals where new cells formed in the vicinity of decaying cells, which may have important implications for microphysical processes due to the incorporation of ice from older cells into newly developing turrets.

The line of convection was also broad with considerable nonlinear structure within the higher reflectivity regions. New development of cells did occur on the SW side, but new cells also formed along the line, often on the northwest and southeast sides. The cells developed relatively quickly as can be seen by examining the evolution of the new cell at the most southerly point from 1422 to 1436 UTC. The reflectivity in this cell increased from about 25 to 45 dBZ over 14 min. Radar-derived precipitation rates for these cells will be compared with model rates in future work.

During the penetration shown in Fig. 11 (1248:12–1248:42 UTC) at the −8°C level, the UWKA measured a region of 4 to 9 m s\(^{-1}\) updraft in the center of cloud with weak downdraft of −2 to −4 m s\(^{-1}\) nearer to the

\(^{1}\)Rain rates computed using \(Z = 200R^{1.6}\) following Harrison et al. (2012).
cloud edges. The traces of the LWC and cloud droplet concentration (not shown) had a “top hat”-type structure and, interestingly, the lowest LWC was sampled near the center of cloud, near the largest updraft. The depletion of liquid water in this location was likely due to cloud droplet scavenging by larger precipitation particles. Even though concentrations of precipitation-sized hydrometeors (defined here as $D > 100 \mu m$) were less than near cloud edges, the particles themselves were significantly larger. These larger particles, classified as “spheres,” deviated from purely spherical and were likely large graupel. A higher-resolution imaging probe also indicated an increase in the percentage of needlelike images in this region—indicating this is likely a region of secondary ice production. However, owing to probe resolution, only particles larger than about 125 $\mu m$ may be classified so little can be said about the number of ice crystals smaller than this. Nearer to the cloud edges, precipitation particle concentrations are more than an order of magnitude greater; however, the mean diameter of these particles is smaller by a factor of 2, and the volume-weighted mean diameter is smaller by a factor of 5.

During the penetration shown in Fig. 12 (1343:35–1344:05 UTC) at the −12°C level, the UWKA encountered a broad updraft of 4 to 9 m s$^{-1}$ on the upwind side of the cloud and an equally broad downdraft of −5 to −10 m s$^{-1}$ on the downwind side. At these higher altitudes and lower temperatures, much of the LWC had been consumed by the precipitation. The strongest updraft contained LWC up to 1.5 g m$^{-3}$, but the transition zone (region B) was devoid of cloud liquid.

![Fig. 9. Time sequence of NCAS radar constant-elevation reflectivity plots from (a) 1323 to 1408 UTC and (b) 1413 to 1459 UTC 3 Aug 2013. The SW end of the line was approximately 20 km south of the radar.](image1)

![Fig. 10. (left) PPI from NCAS radar. Dotted line indicates location of cross section [shown in (right)]. Note weaker echoes along more northerly convergence line. (right) Cross section along the line showing the closely packed nature of the cells.](image2)
Precipitation particles in that region were mostly irregular, but there was also a significant portion of them that were classified as needlelike—mostly the smaller 100–200-µm crystals. Farther downwind, in the downdraft (region A), nearly all precipitation hydrometeors were classified as irregular. Images from the OAPs indicate heavily rimed crystals, and a few (not shown) appear to have undergone significant growth through diffusion (having a platelike appearance).

**PROMISING AREAS FOR FOLLOW-UP AND FUTURE RESEARCH.** Prior to COPE, there had never been a field campaign to measure the microphysics and dynamics of the convective clouds in the southwest of England. It is a region prone to flash flooding owing in part to sea-breeze convergence lines resulting from the shape of the peninsula, solar heating, and the direction of the prevailing winds. The 17 cases observed during the project constitute a unique dataset with which to test NWP models. The biggest surprise of the COPE field campaign was the large reflectivity values (exceeding 50 dBZ) in shallow convection and the observation of large raindrops. It is an opportunity for understanding the development of rain by collision and coalescence and addressing questions regarding the importance of entrainment, turbulence, and ultragiant nuclei. The variety of aerosol concentrations and consequent cloud droplets add to this opportunity. The two cases that will be studied in most detail, however, are 2 and 3 August, where strong convergence lines developed with similar, but significantly different, characteristics to the 2004 Boscastle flood (Golding et al. 2005). The initiation and evolution of ice particles and in particular the role of dynamics in the operation of the Hallett–Mossop process will be examined in these two and other cases, where clouds ascended beyond local stable layers allowing ice particles and significant precipitation to form.
Continuing study of these cases and others is important to understand how the models at various resolutions represent convection and microphysical processes. The main change observed when increasing the resolution of the models is that the representation of the convergence line improves (Fig. 13), with the 200-m simulation able to capture the double line structure. This is in agreement with initial work looking at the resolution dependence of peninsula convection undertaken by Warren et al. (2014), who found an improved representation of convergence lines when moving from 1.5-km to 500-m grid spacing. Another improvement seen when increasing the resolution is in the shape of the convective cells, with cells in the UKV and even the 500-m simulations being too smooth and circular. An important aspect of this work is to improve the

Fig. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for a penetration in a separate cloud at –12°C on 3 Aug 2013.

Fig. 13. (left three panels) Surface rain rate (mm h⁻¹) from models at different resolutions compared with (right) reflectivity from the NCAS radar (in dBZ) at 1430 UTC 3 Aug 2013.
representation of microphysical processes in subkilometer grid spacing models. The COPE dataset will be invaluable for testing these and other models at different resolutions and to guide these improvements.
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